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FEWER CUTTING STEPS
100% of flat vehicle 

keys: cut in one step
90% of flat residential 

keys: cut in one step
10% of flat residential 

keys: cut in max. 2 steps
Dimple keys: same steps 

as previous versions 

CUT USING ANY SIDE 
OF THE CLAMP
Easier copying of flat 

vehicle keys whether by 
original or by card using any 
side of the clamp

UPGRADED TABLET
Faster reacting
New Android 6
Black colour

INTELLIGENT LIGHTING
White: the machine is 

ready to proceed
Yellow: the machine is 

cutting a key
Green: the key cutting is 

complete
Red: there is a fault (e.g. 

protective guard acciden-
tally left open)
Lights turn off when key 

removed and guard closed

LONG LASTING CUTTERS
Prismatic cutter for flat keys: 
01F in TiCN coated HSS
Speed increased from 1050 to 

1585 rpm compared to Futura

Cutters for laser/dimple keys: 
01D in HSS for dimple keys
01LW in AlCrN coated carbide 

for laser keys
Speed increased from 7100 to 

12100 rpm compared to Futura

USB PORTS/PEN
2 Ports: 
1 port used only for 

charging the tablet
1 port for: 

- tethering
- updates via SRS
- importing code tables

USB pen: 
Silca marked USB pen 

provided

IMPROVED SOFTWARE
Easy software updates: 
via tablet
via SRS/USB
via Ethernet
Laser key preview: 
symmetrical cuts 
inside cuts
outside cuts
Smart search: 
for automotive key cards

FASTER CUTTING 
CYCLES
Flat keys: 50% faster 

compared to Futura
Laser keys: 30% faster 

compared to Futura
Dimple keys: 20% faster 

compared to Futura 

MORE POWERFUL 
CUTTER MOTOR
From 50-60W to 150W 

compared to the previous 
Futura machines
Higher torque and speed to 

improve key cutting efficiency

FUTURA PRO

The unique electronic key cutting machine with a double cutting station
for residential and vehicle flat, cruciform, laser and dimple keys

DISTINCTIVE STYLE
“Total black”
Stainless steel accessories 

pad

IMPROVED HARDWARE
Polished steel motor cover 

on laser/dimple key side
New handle on flat key clamp
Stainless steel screws

Main features

Important note: There is NO kit for upgrading Futura to Futura Pro.


